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Biografie dei relatori

COSTRUIAMO LA (RI)ASSICURAZIONE DEL FUTURO: nuove tecnologie al 
servizio deI mondo construction e della gestione sinistri Protection



Georges HELOU

Senior Construction Underwriter - SCOR P&C
ghelou@scor.com

Georges joined SCOR more than 10 years ago as a Construction Underwriter for large 
infrastructure projects. He has been particularly involved in supporting historical Italian 
risks such MOSE or Metro di Roma and several of the ongoing PNRR projects as well as 
internation projects for Italian contractors. Georges is also heading the development of a 
digital solution for risk engineering on construction sites.
Prior to joining SCOR, Georges worked as a project manager in a leading French 
contractor. He holds a civil engineering degree and a masters in strategy & management. 
Georges also represents SCOR at the French Tunneling Society.
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Jaume AVELLA FLUVIA

Head of Inherent Defect Insurance - SCOR P&C
javellafluvia@scor.com

Originally from Spain, Jaume arrived in Paris in 2003 to study engineering. In 2005, he 
obtained a double degree from the Ecole Spéciale de Travaux Publics in Paris (ESTP -
France) and the Escuela Técnica de Ingenieros de Caminos Canales y Puertos -
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (Spain).
After 10 years' experience in construction with the Bouygues Construction group, he 
joined SCOR's decennial insurance department in 2014 as an underwriter.
Since 1 July 2022, Jaume has held the position of Head of Inherent Defects Insurance at 
SCOR
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Chiara LOIODICE

Senior Underwriter, SCOR L&H
cloiodice@scor.com

Chiara Loiodice is a Senior Underwriter in SCOR L&H, based in Milan, Italy. Chiara has a 
background in Strategy consulting for Financial Services firms and is in Re-Insurance 
business with SCOR since 2022, focusing on development and execution of innovative 
projects. She is part of SCOR’s Innovation team and since 2024 coordinates the Medical 
underwriting and Claims Office in Milan. 
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Mauro FORCHINO

Business Development Manager Iberia & Italy - SCOR Digital Solutions
mauro.forchino@remarkgroup.com

Mauro Forchino, +10 years in the Digital Industry, developed solutions for different 
industries such as Retail, Human Resources, Renewable Energy at a mid-market and 
enterprise level for Latin America and European markets, actively collaborating in 
business expansion and product development . Currently collaborating with the 
expansion of SCOR Digital Solutions in the Iberia and Italy market.
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